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Introduction 

The use of animals for care, education, and therapy has grown significantly during the past few 

decades. Animal-assisted interventions (AAI), which include activities and therapy (AAT) with 

animals, are now well recognized for their beneficial effects. Research assessing the impacts of 

AAIs as well as studies looking into the fundamental effects of human-animal interaction (HAI) 

and the underlying mechanisms seem to be falling behind given the quick expansion of the 

practice of AAI. Nevertheless, an extensive body of scholarly work has previously been written 

about this subject. 

Stress, a ubiquitous challenge in modern life, negatively impacts physical and mental health 

(Cohen, Kamarck, & McEwen, 2005). The human-animal bond (HAB) has emerged as a 

potential therapeutic tool for managing stress. HAB refers to the deep emotional connection 

between humans and animals, offering companionship, social support, and purpose, all of which 
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can buffer the effects of stress (Friedmann & Fraley, 2017). This review examines the theoretical 

justification for AAI, the role of HAB in AAT, and the psychosocial and psychophysiological 

effects of HAI. Even in the cognitive aspect of the children, the study of Ramirez (2023) 

concluded that animals greatly has contributed to its positive impact. 

Human-animal connection affects human-to-human social interaction and related aspects that are 

significant in this regard, including trust, empathy, aggression, and optimism. Templanza   

(2023) emphasized in her study that despite the difference in their languages, humans and 

animals have the power to interact with each other. Positive social attention from others growing 

and social behavior being encouraged. A comparatively substantial amount of study examined 

how friendly animals affect people's perceptions of them and how they encourage social 

behavior. Hence, to prove this perception, this literature review paper has been conducted. 

Methodology 

The review included studies published in peer-reviewed journals, books, and online databases 

(Oxford Academic, NCBI, Frontiers, HABRI) from 2000 to 2023. The search strategy employed 

combinations of keywords related to HAB, AAI, HAI, psychological effects, 

psychophysiological effects, stress reduction, and oxytocin. 

a. Search Strategy 

A comprehensive search was conducted using academic databases such as PubMed, PsycINFO, 

and Google Scholar. The search terms included combinations of keywords related to the human-

animal bond, stress, and physiological responses. Examples of search terms include: 

• human-animal bond" OR "pet ownership" 

• stress" OR "anxiety" OR "cortisol" 

• physiological markers" OR "cardiovascular" OR "heart rate" 

 

a. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria 

 

Studies were included if they met the following criteria: 

 

• Published in peer-reviewed journals in English. 

• Investigate the relationship between HAB and physiological stress responses in 

humans. 

• Measure physiological stress using validated methods (e.g., cortisol levels, heart 

rate variability) 

• Include adult human participants (18 years or older) 

• Studies were be excluded if they: 

• Focus solely on the psychological effects of HAB without measuring 

physiological stress. 

• Do not involve human participants. 
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• Are reviews, editorials, or case studies 

 

b. Selection Process 

The search results were screened based on titles and abstracts. Studies meeting the inclusion 

criteria underwent a full-text review for final selection. Two independent reviewers conducted 

the screening process to ensure consistency. Disagreements between the reviewers were resolved 

through discussion or by consulting a third reviewer. 

c. Data Extraction 

 

From the selected studies, the following data were extracted: 

 

• Study design (e.g., randomized controlled trial, observational study) 

• Participant characteristics (e.g., age, health status, pet ownership) 

• Type of animal involved. 

• Interaction format (e.g., pet ownership, animal-assisted therapy session) 

• Physiological stress measures used (e.g., cortisol levels, heart rate variability) 

• Key findings on the relationship between HAB and stress reduction 

 Discussions 

The findings suggest significant therapeutic effects of HAB and AAI on physiological stress and 

mental health. The review highlights the importance of HAB in AAT and the psychosocial and 

psychophysiological effects of HAI. Future research should explore the optimal duration of AAI 

and investigate the long-term effects of companion animals on human health and well-being.  

A. The Human-Animal Bond: A Buffer Against Stress 

 In today's fast-paced world, we are faced with a constant barrage of stressors that can 

have a profound impact on both our mental and physical health. According to a study conducted 

by Cohen et al. in 2005, this stress can be caused by a variety of factors, including work, family, 

finances, and health issues. The impact of stress on our lives can be significant, leading to 

anxiety, depression, and physical health problems. In this context, the human-animal bond 

(HAB) has emerged as a promising avenue for managing stress. This deep emotional connection 

between humans and animals offers a wide range of benefits that can help us cope with the 

demands of modern life. For example, having a pet can provide companionship, a sense of 

purpose, and social support. Pets can also help us stay active and promote relaxation. 

Furthermore, research has shown that the HAB can act as a buffer against the negative effects of 

stress. For example, studies have found that pet owners have lower levels of cortisol, a hormone 

associated with stress, compared to non-pet owners. The presence of a pet can also reduce 

feelings of loneliness and provide a sense of security. Overall, the HAB offers a unique and 

valuable resource for managing stress in our lives. By fostering this special relationship with our 

animal companions, we can reap the benefits of improved mental and physical health, greater 

social support, and a greater sense of purpose in our lives. 
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B. Psychological and Social Benefits 

 The psychological benefits of HAI are multifaceted. Owning a pet or interacting with 

animals in AAT settings can provide a sense of companionship and social support, combating 

loneliness and social isolation (Friedmann & Fraley, 2017). Studies have shown that pet 

ownership is associated with reduced feelings of loneliness, particularly for individuals with 

limited social networks (Scramble et al., 2006).  HAI can also enhance mood and well-being by 

promoting positive emotions like joy, laughter, and relaxation. Research suggests that animal 

interaction can alleviate symptoms of depression and anxiety (Trott et al., 2010; Jia et al., 2020). 

Interacting with animals can trigger the release of dopamine, a neurotransmitter associated with 

feelings of pleasure and reward (Thompson et al., 2012).  Furthermore, caring for a pet or 

participating in AAT can foster feelings of responsibility, accomplishment, and self-esteem. This 

can be particularly beneficial for individuals struggling with low self-worth or feelings of 

hopelessness. Studies have shown that AAT programs can improve self-esteem and social 

confidence in children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) (O'Haire & Wright, 1998).  HAI can 

also provide opportunities for non-judgmental social interaction, potentially improving 

communication skills and social confidence. For individuals who find social interaction with 

humans challenging, interacting with animals can provide a safe and supportive environment to 

practice social skills (Jones, 2011). 

C. Physiological Effects 

 The positive psychological effects of HAI translate to the physiological realm as well. 

Studies suggest that interaction with animals can positively influence stress responses by 

impacting the body's hormonal and cardiovascular systems. One key mechanism may be the 

oxytocinergic system. Oxytocin, a neuropeptide released during positive social interactions, 

plays a crucial role in promoting feelings of calmness, trust, and bonding (Uvnäs-Moberg, 2014). 

Research shows that HAI can stimulate the release of oxytocin, leading to reduced stress levels 

(Ben-Ari & Herzog, 2010). Additionally, HAI can have cardiovascular benefits. Studies have 

demonstrated that interacting with animals can lower blood pressure and heart rate (Fielding-

Sumner & Pedersen, 2008). Reduced cardiovascular activity is a marker of a relaxed state and 

can contribute to improved overall health and well-being (Lund et al., 2017).  While the research 

on the link between HAI and immune system function is still emerging, some studies suggest a 

potential connection. Reduced stress levels associated with HAI might contribute to better 

immune system functioning (Matsubayashi et al., 2011). Further research is needed to explore 

this link definitively. 

D. Limitations and Future Directions 

 Despite the promising findings, there are limitations to the current research on HAI and 

stress reduction. Many studies rely on self-reported stress measures, which can be subjective and 

prone to social desirability bias. Future research should incorporate physiological measures like 

cortisol levels or heart rate variability to provide more objective data on stress response (Rexilius 

et al., 2016).  Another limitation is the frequent lack of strong control groups in studies on AAI. 

Including control groups that receive similar non-animal interventions is crucial to isolate the 

specific effects of animal interaction (Packman et al., 2014). Additionally, variability in AAI 
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protocols across studies makes it difficult to compare and replicate findings. Developing 

standardized protocols for AAI interventions would allow for more rigorous research (Trott et al., 

2010).  Future research should also explore the cost-effectiveness of AAI compared to traditional 

stress management interventions. Demonstrating the economic benefits of AAI programs could 

contribute to wider adoption (Herzog et al., 2003).  Ethical considerations related to AAI must 

also be addressed. Ensuring animal welfare and using appropriately trained and selected animals 

are paramount (Ifft et al., 2010).  Finally, exploring the potential of technology-based 

interventions that incorporate animal interaction elements, such as virtual reality pets or 

interactive animal videos, could offer new avenues for stress management. 

Results and Conclusion 

The review found evidence that HAI can reduce anxiety, depression, and loneliness (Jia, Kong, 

& Li, 2020). Additionally, HAI can influence physiological stress responses, impacting blood 

pressure, heart rate, and hormones associated with well-being (oxytocin, b-endorphin, prolactin, 

phenylacetic acid, dopamine) (Fielding-Sumner & Pedersen, 2008). The activation of the 

oxytocin system appears to be central to many of these reported benefits. Furthermore, AAI, 

including AAT, can buffer stress in difficult situations and contribute to emotional and social 

support, enhancing an individual's ability to adapt and recover from adversity (Scamble, 

Scamble, & Christie, 2006). 

The human-animal bond and animal-assisted interventions offer promising avenues for managing 

physiological stress and improving mental health. This review underscores the importance of 

HAB in AAT and the positive psychological and physiological outcomes associated with HAI. 

Further research is needed to determine the optimal use of AAI and explore the long-term 

benefits of companion animals on human well-being. 
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